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 Líricas de viaje is an ancestral journey through our immateriality, where Lin Calle offers us a common place 
where to meet, a space where the wind sleeps and where beauty becomes evergreen. Nature felt as a common place 
and powerful discursive construction, as a space to think differently (Institute for Postnatural Studies).

Lin is romantic, her work encounters with blue mountains, glacial blooms, humid forests, sunsets, season changes, 
with moss, with deciduous leaves. All of this converges with a precise and blurred gesture to create an autonomous 
atmosphere in each painting, a painted universe that seduces us and nurtures our contemplative capacity. In the 
gravitated beauty of her work, there are stopped moments. As a whole hope transpires for a world in which light 
overcomes darkness and nature speaks to us to understand it as an equal without confrontation. Lin Calle invites us to 
re-humanize our look, cultivating our astonishment towards what we have turned skeptical and surrounds us; our 
daily routine.

Her painting has sound and speaks to us; sounds like a river, sounds like the cacophony of a happy forest. It is 
perceived as the murmur of the forest in the succumbing of his sleep and the silence of his awakening. They are 
landscapes where the boundaries between real and imaginary are blurred, with it, our space-time; present, future, past.
 
Her work is divided into matrixes; premises in which she separates the atoms of purity that she later inserts into her 
work as virgin strata by the hunch of her honest search. Lin does not aim for beauty, but to sustain representativeness 
of what she does not glimpse to represent with the language learned from the alphabet. The beauty in her is the 
authentic and untouched purity.

*

Líricas de viaje is the first individual exhibition in Spain by the artist Lin Calle (Hubei, China, 
1994- ). After receiving the UNED Plastic Arts Prize in 2021 and exhibiting monographically in 
Paris, Galería Memoria presents a selection of twenty-five works in Madrid, including large and 
small-format paintings, as well as works engraved on wood. A painted lyrical universe that 
immerses us in a rich and mature plastic repertoire of a paradoxically emerging artist. 

Siento que el viento sopla 
como una brisa adolescente, 

que vuelve a impregnar:
mi pubertad,
mi asombro,
mi libertad. 

*
El horizonte siempre es…

 Es esperanza, 
es fe, 
es.

El infinito es creencia en lo abstracto…
En Aquello que nos transciende, 

pero que también somos; 
nuestra inmaterialidad. 

Amar es recoger y contener ese
 HORIZONTE,
infinito e inmaterial 
que se nos manifiesta 

ante la materialidad de la 
VIDA. 

*
El sueño vuelve a ser ligero, 

se desliza como la nube sobre el cielo, 
que gravita sin precipitación, 

*
El cielo gobierna la vida sin la presión de la existencia. 

Él, ya estaba aquí y nosotros también. 

Entonces,  ¿Somos c ie lo?

*



Galería Memoria es un espacio dedicado al arte moderno y contemporáneo centrada en exposiciones de investigación-
relato y propuestas monográficas de los artistas que representa. Una mirada revisoria hacia la construcción de la 
historia del arte y la cultura visual contemporánea. Fundada por el curador y coleccionista Alejandro de Villota, la 

galería abre sus puertas en septiembre de 2020. 

In her recorded work, with an unusual domain and organicity for her early age, the matrices become literal; spaces 
emptied and torn in the wood, where she administers and originates the pictorial-material field until arriving at the 
resulting narrative surface. Traditional woodcut is an ancient technique that was originated in China in the IV century 
after Christ. In it, the patient view of the artist is exercised through an inverted creativity whose result is a conjunction 
of elements projected on the negative, sublimated until positive. This process becomes physical and crystallizes 
through the gouge incision as a motor extension of the psyche. In this way, I would dare to say that Lin is a genius of a 
certain nature that allows her to be completely spontaneous without the mediation of mental processes in part of her 
creative process.

The large formats of the artist in her first individual exhibition in Spain, don´t operate differently from her engraved 
work and uses gouache, pure pigments, inks, acrylics and oils on canvas laid on the ground applying paused 
contemplation times and processes to generate compositions with a kind of organic tissue. 

 
Lin Calle´s tissues are alive and manifest themselves with a nomadic porosity infront of us 

The repertoire of work and colors of the young 27-year-old artist is rich on a semantic, symbolic and chromatic level. 
It is significant the absence of the mechanical or repetitive components when organizing her creations, except for her 
printed work, where the reproducibility of her works that she does herself are stamped by hand in her workshop. The 
editions of these are very limited, between 4 and 16 copies at the most.
 
In this exhibition at Galería Memoria, 6 canvas prints were selected in the main exhibition and each of them contains 
a different visual strategy and the use of color and graphics that operates autonomously and independently within a 
same thread of conceptual coherence. Each painting could have several sisters but they are only sons. As the sculptor 
Eduardo Chillida (1924-2002) used to say, his favorite work was the one that had not yet been created. With Lin Calle, 
we find that narrative condensation in each painting, that intensity and delivery that only comes from the true 
invention, the additionality of that which arises from a full and committed incubation process.
 
Líricas de Viaje presents a rich and mature repertoire of work by a paradoxically emerging artist, where the imprint of 
her pictorial representation is reflected with double transparency in her work on the obverse and reverse of her work, 
that she carefully chooses in Madrid's Imperial Street, as if it was a magic act. A meeting where the craftsman build 
their jobs and polished their egos before the encounter of purity of the noblest materials. In this way, Lin manages to 
endow her paintings with a painted subconscious that emanates stories to the surface. 

Lin Calle's ego is generous and committed to the soul of her works. They say that a bad day for the ego is a great day 
for the soul. She builds her paintings from her soul, leaving in them her most primitive being. Her ego is built of her 
soul and not the other way around. This makes her a different artist on the national and international scene regarding 
the artists of the Z generation, very focused on appearances without a clear artistic or existential support.
 
Thank you Lin for these Líricas de Viaje. You are gifting us with these matrixes, essences and fragrances that are the 
blogs of a journey into the interior that is tremendously human, so direct and fine tunned at the same time, that 
becomes an imaginary collective where we are able to be get reflected and transit.

* Proyecto curatorial y museográfico: Alejandro de Villota Ruiz - Fundador de Galería Memoria *
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